Stars are formed in a __ __ __ __ __ __

One complete __ __ __ __ __ __ is one year

__ __ __ __ __ __ was named after the god of war

Io’s surface kind of looks like a __ __ __ __ __ __

Venus has the __ __ __ __ __ __ surface

Andromeda is the __ __ __ __ __ __ __

The earth is covered with about 70% __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ are heat resistance and protect the shuttle

Nothing can escape a __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ was the first man on the moon

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ has the strongest winds in the soar system

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ are chunks of rock that orbit the sun

The Great Red Spot is the largest storm in the solar system and is found on __ __ __ __ __ __
1- Jupiter is a ________ giant
2- ________ could float in water
3- “One giant ________ for mankind”
4- ________ is the fastest moving planet
5- We only see one side of the ________
6- A space ________ carries astronauts into space
7- ________ is the largest moon in the solar system
8- ________ galaxy does not have a distinct shape
9- The Apollo 11 Lunar Module was called the ________
10- ________ burn the brightest and are the most distant
11- The ________ provides light and heat for our solar system
12- The moon ________ has the most distant orbit from its planet

13- ________ Dipper
14- ________ spins on its side
15- Saturn has the largest ________
16- ________ is the lion constellation
17- ________ is the crab constellation
18- ________ is now called a dwarf planet
19- ________ is the moon that has the “florescent cheerio”
20- An explosion of a star is called a ________
21- ________ is a space telescope built by NASA
22- The moon comes between the earth and sun during a ________ eclipse
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